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Topological insulators (TIs) have attracted immense interest because they host helical surface
states. Protected by time-reversal symmetry, they are robust to non-magnetic disorder. When
superconductivity is induced in these helical states, they are predicted to emulate p-wave pairing
symmetry, with Majorana states bound to vortices. Majorana bound states possess non-Abelian
exchange statistics which can be probed through interferometry. Here, we take a significant step
towards Majorana interferometry by observing pronounced Fabry-Perot oscillations in a TI sand-
wiched between a superconducting and normal lead. For energies below the superconducting gap,
we observe a doubling in the frequency of the oscillations, arising from an additional phase from
Andreev reflection. When a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the TI surface, a number
of very sharp and gate-tunable conductance peaks appear at or near zero energy, which has conse-
quences for interpreting spectroscopic probes of Majorana fermions. Our results demonstrate that
TIs are a promising platform for exploring phase-coherent transport in a solid-state system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When electrons travel far distances without scattering
off of impurities, their wave-like nature becomes apparent
through signatures of interference. A prominent example
is ballistic transmission through a barrier between two
semi-infinite leads. Imperfect transmission through the
interfaces causes partial reflection of impinging electrons.
Within the barrier, constructive interference of reflected
waves leads to periodic modulation of total transmission
through the barrier, resulting in resonant transmission
whenever the electron wavelength is an integer multiple of
twice the barrier length. This is equivalent to kFL = pin,
where kF is the Fermi wave vector, L is the barrier length,
and n is a nonzero integer.
This quantum phenomenon, known as Fabry-Perot in-
terference due to its similarity to the eponymous classical
optical effect, has been observed in a variety of meso-
scopic systems, including nanotubes [1], nanowires [2],
and graphene [3]. In topological systems with protected
edge states [4], interferometry takes on a new significance
as particles traveling through the edge states can acquire
an additional phase if their paths enclose exotic quasi-
particles known as anyons [5]. A class of anyons known
as Majorana bound states (MBSs) can be realized in a TI
with induced superconductivity [6–8]. MBSs can encode
quantum information non-locally, realizing topologically
protected qubits whose states can be read out through
interferometry [9–11]. Recently, there has been much
experimental progress in realizing superconductivity in
topological systems through the study of Josephson junc-
tions constructed on the surface of various 3D TIs [12–
21].
In this paper, we describe direct studies of phase co-
herence and Andreev reflection in TI devices. In each
our samples, a thin flake of the 3D TI Bi2Se3 is placed
in contact with both a superconducting lead and a nor-
mal metal lead. The contacts are highly transparent,
permitting Andreev reflection between the Bi2Se3 and
the superconducting lead. The chemical potential of the
Bi2Se3 is tuned with electrostatic gating. In more re-
sistive devices, we find evidence of Fabry-Perot oscilla-
tions, demonstrating gate-tunable, phase-coherent trans-
port in a TI. For source-drain biases below the energy
gap of the superconducting lead, we observe a doubling
of the frequency of the conductance oscillations. This
provides firm evidence of de Gennes-Saint-James reso-
nances [22, 23], in which an additional phase accumu-
lated from Andreev-reflected holes changes the period of
geometric resonances by a factor of two. When a large
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the TI surface,
an intricate set of low-energy resonances emerges. These
features include zero energy peaks that can persist for a
range of chemical potential and magnetic field, sharing
many properties of anomalies observed in nanowires [24–
28]. Although such anomalies were interpreted in terms
of MBSs, the coexistence of the low energy resonances
with phase-coherent signatures at high magnetic fields
in our devices suggest alternative explanations are pos-
sible, including weak anti-localization [29]. Our results
encourage further studies of gate-tunable phase coher-
ence in Bi2Se3 in order perform interferometric searches
for MBSs. For example, it is necessary to discern what
role do topological surface states play in the Fabry-Perot
oscillations.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Single crystals of Bi2Se3 were grown by melting a
mixture of pure Bi and Se in a stoichiometric ratio of
1.9975:3 (Bi:Se) in a vacuum quartz tube at 800 ◦C.
Thin flakes (7-20 nm) of Bi2Se3 were exfoliated onto sil-
icon substrates covered by a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer.
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2Such thin flakes typically have a 2D carrier density of
N2D ≈ 1013 − 1014 cm−2 and low temperature mobility
µ ≈ 102 − 103 cm2/V-s, as determined from measure-
ments of separate Hall bar devices with similar thick-
nesses as the devices mentioned in the main section and
Supplemental Material [30]. For estimates of the Fermi
velocity, we use the value vF = 4.2 × 105 m/s from
ARPES measurements of similar crystals of Bi2Se3 [31].
Weak anti-localization measurements of the Hall bar de-
vices give typical phase-coherence lengths of `φ = 300 -
1000 nm at 10 mK. For the Andreev reflection devices,
superconducting leads were defined by conventional e-
beam lithography and a subsequent DC sputtering of
50 nm of Nb at room temperature. Tunnel junctions of
Au/Al2O3/Nb reveal a superconducting gap of ∆ = 1.5
meV for our Nb films immediately after sputtering; in top
gated TI-Nb devices, the inverse proximity effect and ad-
ditional nanofabrication processing will likely reduce the
gap below this pristine value. Normal metal leads were
deposited through e-beam evaporation of 5 nm of Ti and
50 nm of Au. Brief Ar ion milling is employed before
metallization in situ to ensure good contact between the
Bi2Se3 and the leads. This process yields reliably trans-
parent contacts, as demonstrated by the consistent obser-
vation of supercurrents in topological insulator Josephson
junctions [16, 18, 19, 21]. Contact resistance is estimated
to be much less than 100 ohms and is thus negligible.
Typical Nb-Au lead separation is 100-250 nm. Applying
a bias to the silicon substrate permits back gating. A
top gate is created by covering the sample with 30 nm of
alumina via ALD and deposition of Ti/Au over the ex-
posed Bi2Se3. The device discussed in the main section
was covered with alumina but lacked a top gate. The de-
vices were thermally anchored to the mixing chamber of a
cryogen-free dilution refrigerator equipped with a vector
magnet and filtered wiring. We perform low frequency
transport measurements with standard lockin techniques,
typically with a 10 nA AC excitation at f = 73 Hz. Un-
less stated otherwise, all measurements were performed
at a base mixing chamber temperature of 20 mK.
III. TRANSPORT IN ZERO FIELD
A. Andreev Reflection and Re-entrant Resistance
Effect
We study Andreev reflection in thin (∼ 10 nm) flakes
of the 3D topological insulator Bi2Se3 connected to both
superconducting and normal metal leads separated by
L = 100−250 nm. An example of a device with L = 230
nm is pictured in Fig. 1a. Either top or back gates
are used to tune the chemical potential of the surface
states, depicted in Fig. 1b. Here we focus on one sample,
with qualitatively similar results obtained from others
[30]. At low temperature, we observe an enhancement
in conductance at source-drain biases (V ) below the nio-
bium gap, as expected for Andreev reflection (Fig. 2a)
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) AFM image of N-TI-S device. The
Bi2Se3 segment originally consisted of two adjacent nanorib-
bons that are each 9 nm thick, but subsequent AFM imaging
after measurements revealed only one nanoribbon remaining
under the niobium lead [30]. Separation between N and S
leads is L = 230 nm, as determined from SEM. White scale
bar is 1 micron. (b) Energy diagram for the three materials
in the device. The TI (whose dispersion relation is depicted
with both gapless helical surface states and gapped trivial
states) is sandwiched between a compressible normal metal
and a superconductor with an energy gap ∆.
[32–34]. Near V = 0, however, there is a downturn
in the conductance. This is consistent with the re-
entrant resistance effect [35, 36], in which Andreev re-
flection is cancelled out by the proximity effect in the
limit of zero energy and zero temperature [36, 37]. Max-
imum conductance occurs at either a characteristic tem-
perature or V that is governed by the Thouless energy
ET = h¯D/L
2, where D is the diffusion constant and L is
the separation between the superconducting and normal
metal leads on the bismuth selenide. Magnetotransport
and ARPES measurements [31] allow us to calculate ET
through D = 12vF l =
1
2vFµ(
h
2e )
√
N2D/pi ≈ 0.0025 m2/s,
where vF is the Fermi velocity, l is the mean free path,
µ is the mobility, N2D is the 2D carrier density. This re-
sults in ET = 30 µV for L = 230 nm, consistent with our
transport measurements (Tmax = 900 mK and Vmax = 85
µV). At high temperature (Fig. 2b), the conductance dip
disappears and only a broad peak from Andreev reflec-
tion remains. We note in passing a remarkable similarity
between Fig. 2a and the predictions of Ref. [38], which
posited that anomalous Andreev bound states on the sur-
face of a topological superconductor would generate an
asymmetric zero bias tunneling conductance peak [39]
that splits at low temperature. However, we feel that our
data is most likely a result of the re-entrant resistance ef-
fect. Devices with smaller L possess larger ET and are
observed to have a broader suppression in conductance
around zero bias [30].
B. Fabry-Perot Oscillations
To demonstrate phase-coherent transport, we turn to
gate-tuned measurements. In Fig. 2c, we display a color
plot of conductance vs V and back gate voltage VBG. At
higher bias (Fig. 3a), we observe a checkerboard pattern
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FIG. 2. (color online) (a) Conductance vs source-drain bias
V for various temperatures at zero field. At low bias, the con-
ductance is suppressed due to the re-entrant resistance effect.
(b) Conductance traces at zero field and elevated tempera-
ture. When the temperature exceeds the Thouless energy,
the low bias conductance suppression is replaced by a broad
conductance peak. (c) Color plot of dI/dV vs source-drain
bias V and back gate bias VBG at zero field and 20 mK.
that is characteristic of Fabry-Perot oscillations when
there is a finite probability of backscattering at the in-
terfaces between the topological insulator segment and
the metallic leads. Such backscattering could either re-
sult to a finite barrier or Fermi velocity mismatch, as
well as the mixing of spin states in order to satisfy the
spin-momentum locking from strong spin-orbit coupling.
The periodic variation in conductance coexist with ape-
riodic universal conductance fluctuations (UCFs), which
have been previously reported in Bi2Se3 [40]. Whenever
the Fermi wave vector kF is tuned to a Fabry-Perot reso-
nance, constructive interference generates enhanced con-
ductance. Shifts in V or VBG will shift the Fermi en-
ergy EF of incident electrons by a proportional amount.
With a linear approximation EF = h¯vF kF , one expects
subsequent Fabry-Perot resonances to differ in energy by
∆E = hvF2L . For V > ∆/e (Fig. 3b), we observe oscil-
lations with period ∆E = 0.8 mV. This somewhat dis-
agrees with the estimate 3.8 mV, possibly due to renor-
malization of the Fermi velocity from electron-electron
interactions or strong coupling to a superconductor. We
note that while previous studies have provided evidence
of phase coherence in topological insulators through weak
anti-localization (e.g. Ref. [41]), here we demonstrate
direct, gate-tunable signatures of phase-coherent trans-
port. Devices with smaller L are observed to have larger
∆E [30]. Remarkably, such oscillations can be observed
without special care for cleanliness, as achieved in other
materials through current annealing or isolating the ma-
terial from dielectric impurities by suspension from the
substrate [2, 42]. This is likely due to the topological pro-
tection of the helical surface states [4], although we do
not rule out the contribution from trivial states [43]. The
peak-to-peak amplitude of the oscillations are ≈ 0.2e2/h,
independent of normal state resistance, which varies from
600 Ω to 21 kΩ in our three devices. This suggests
that while bulk carriers might contribute to the zero bias
conductance, the quantum interference is generated by
a fixed number of 2D channels from the surface states,
whose transport contributions are expected to be largely
independent of bulk conditions [44].
C. Interplay between Geometric Resonances and
Andreev Reflection
The most unusual feature of the Fabry-Perot oscilla-
tions in Fig. 3 is a doubling of their frequency when V is
less than the superconducting gap of niobium, as shown
in Fig. 3c. Fourier transforms of the oscillations (Figs. 3d
and e) confirm this frequency doubling via a shift in
spectral weight from ∆VBG = 1 V to ∆VBG = 0.5 V.
Coulomb repulsion can split otherwise degenerate levels
[45], but the high degree of coupling between the leads
and the TI should minimize charging effects. Further-
more, the peaks in conductance at low bias are evenly
separated in VBG, unlike the uneven spacing expected for
split degeneracies. Instead, this behavior can be under-
stood as a modification of phase-coherent transport by
Andreev reflection. Low energy electrons passing from
the cavity to the superconducting lead will be retro-
reflected as a hole with high probability in the absence
of significant barrier, depicted in the cartoon in the in-
set of Fig. 3e. As first pointed out by de Gennes and
4FIG. 3. (color online) (a) Color plot of dI/dV vs source-
drain bias V and back gate bias VBG accentuating the high
bias features. Red dotted lines are guides to the eye to in-
dicate the checkerboard pattern for conventional Fabry-Perot
oscillation at high bias. Black dashed lines follow the low
bias features for de Gennes-Saint-James resonances. (b)-(c)
Plots of differential conductance vs back gate bias for two dif-
ferent values of source-drain bias V ; in both cases we have
subtracted a slowly-varying background. Panel (b) shows the
Fabry-Perot oscillations at high bias, with period ∆VBG ≈ 1
V; corresponding FFT is shown in panel (d). Panel (c) shows
the low energy de Gennes-Saint-James resonances with pe-
riod ∆VBG ≈ 0.5 V; corresponding FFT is shown in panel
(e). The cartoons in insets of (d) and (e) symbolize the two
sets of particle trajectories for Fabry-Perot resonances (with
electrons only) and de Gennes-Saint-James resonances (mix-
ture of holes and electrons), respectively. Solid arrows repre-
sent the trajectories of electrons while dashed arrows repre-
sent those of holes. Transmitted particles are shown in black
while reflected particles are shown in blue.
Saint-James, the reflected hole traverses the cavity and
reflects off the interface with the normal metal lead. The
holes do not interfere with the incident electrons; instead,
the hole returns to the superconducting lead to undergo
Andreev reflection again, leading to an emitted electron.
This reflected electron can traverse the cavity and sub-
sequently interfere with incident electrons. Because in
this process the reflected particles travel four times the
cavity length rather than twice the cavity length, the
corresponding geometric resonances occur with twice the
frequency. Although this interplay between Andreev re-
flection and geometric resonances was predicted over 50
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FIG. 4. (color online) Temperature dependence of geomet-
ric resonances for source-drain bias (a) V = 0.35 mV and
(b) V = 1.5 mV. (c) Peak-to-peak amplitude ∆G of geomet-
ric resonances versus temperature (circles) for two different
source-drain biases, accompanied by exponential fits (solid
lines).
years ago [22, 23], until recently there has only been in-
direct evidence of this effect in the form of low-energy
conductance peaks [46, 47] without any chemical poten-
tial tuning or associated observation of high-energy reso-
nances corresponding to Fabry-Perot oscillations, which
would identify them as geometric resonances. Here, we
observe a clear cross-over from high frequency geomet-
ric resonances below the energy gap to low frequency
resonances above the gap, thus providing unambiguous
evidence of de Gennes-Saint-James resonances.
In Fig. 4a, we explore the temperature dependence
of the de Gennes-Saint-James oscillations. The ampli-
5tude of the oscillations is rapidly suppressed by thermal
fluctuations, decreasing by roughly a factor of two be-
tween 20 mK and 1.6 K. A similar suppression is observed
for the Fabry-Perot oscillations at high source-drain bias
(Fig. 4b). We see in Fig. 4c that the amplitude of the
oscillations show an exponential decay with temperature
(i.e. ∆G ≈ e−aT ), consistent with a dephasing length
that scales with T−1 (assuming ∆G ≈ e−bL/Lφ). This
behavior has been previously seen in other open and bal-
listic mesoscopic systems [48–51], helping to confirm that
the observed oscillations are an interference phenomenon.
We note that while weak anti-localization measurements
in separate Hall bar devices show qualitatively similar
sensitivity to temperature [30], these larger devices ex-
hibit Lφ ≈ T−0.5 [52].
Our observation of Fabry-Perot oscillations also helps
us to understand the behavior of planar Josephson junc-
tions fabricated on the surface of TIs. We have con-
structed Josephson junctions with similar lead separation
on these Bi2Se3 flakes [19, 21], whose critical currents also
vanish between 1.6 K and 2 K. The critical current for
these TI Josephson junctions as well as those from other
groups [15, 20] were found to rapidly increase with de-
creasing temperature, which was interpreted to be a sign
of ballistic behavior. Our more direct evidence of bal-
listic transport through Fabry-Perot oscillations helps to
confirm this interpretation.
We emphasize that none of the transport signatures
presented so far are unique to topological systems. Crys-
tals of Bi2Se3 are known to possess both topological sur-
face states as well as trivial states in the bulk from un-
intentional doping [4] and at the surface due to band-
bending [43]. The trivial states can contribute to electri-
cal conductance and potentially exhibit phase coherence
like in a conventional semiconductor. Furthermore, there
remains the question of the role of the top and bottom
topological surface states. We observe only one set of geo-
metric resonances in our devices, independent of whether
a bias is applied to the back gate or a top gate [30]. We
do not observe any gate-independent resonances that re-
main at fixed source-drain bias. This is consistent with
phase-coherent transport through both upper and lower
surface states whose chemical potentials are locked to-
gether due to large interlayer electrostatic coupling [53].
IV. PHASE-COHERENT TRANSPORT IN A
MAGNETIC FIELD
We next consider transport in magnetic fields applied
perpendicular to the TI surface. While in-plane fields
have no influence up to at least 100 mT, with out-of-plane
fields we observe a steady evolution of the background
signal from universal conductance fluctuations and sup-
pression of superconductivity, as shown in Fig. 5a and
b. While the amplitude of the Fabry-Perot oscillations
are similarly reduced, their phase does not change appre-
ciably, suggesting that the fields we use are too small to
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FIG. 5. (color online) Magnetic field dependence of geometric
resonances for source-drain bias (a) V = 0.35 mV and (b)
V = 1.5 mV.
observe the phase shift expected from Klein backscatter-
ing [54]. Small shifts can be observed in the de Gennes-
Saint-James resonances (Fig. 5a), but it is difficult to
reliably disentangle them from the evolving background
signal due to universal conductance fluctuations.
A. Emergence of Low-Energy Resonances at High
Field
Strikingly, in two of our samples we observe a num-
ber of narrow, low energy conductance peaks emerge at
large magnetic fields. An example is shown in Fig. 6a,
with data from the second device shown in the Supple-
mental Material [30]. The location of the peaks can be
tuned readily with VBG, causing them to even form a
zero bias conductance peak for certain gate ranges with
height ≈ 0.2e2/h, indicated in Fig. 6b. The peaks split
and reform in a quasi-periodic fashion that does not seem
to be directly related to the Fabry-Perot oscillation pe-
riod. They are also significantly narrower than even
the de Gennes-Saint-James resonances, with source-drain
6FIG. 6. (color online) (a) Color plot of dI/dV vs source-drain
bias V and back gate biasVBG at B = 80 mT, with intricate
low energy resonances. (d) Example conductance traces at 80
mT, showing evolution of zero bias peak near VBG = −5.4 V.
widths of ∆V ≈ 50 − 60 µV according to FWHM. In
Fig. 7a, we detail the field evolution of one of these zero
bias anomalies. We find that the zero energy resonance
forms at finite field and can persist for at least up to 120
mT. At elevated temperatures (Fig. 7b), we find these
anomalies broaden and merge with the background due
to a combination of thermal fluctuations and dephasing.
These peaks are notable because no such features are
seen in these two samples at zero magnetic field. They
appear only when large fields are applied perpendicular
to the TI surface and are accompanied by a collapse of
the minigap governed by the Thouless energy (depicted
in Fig. 7a). The low energy peaks do not appear when the
TI flake is subjected to an in-plane magnetic field. Thus,
they share many of the properties of zero bias anomalies
observed in spectroscopic studies of nanowires coupled
to superconducting leads [24–28]. While such studies
were interpreted in terms of Majorana fermions, here we
are more cautious. For example, weak anti-localization
can also generate low energy resonances due to coher-
ence between electron-hole trajectories that repeatedly
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FIG. 7. (color online) (a) Magnetic field evolution of zero
bias peak at VBG = −5.4 V. Peak appears beyond 65 mT and
remains for up to B = 120 mT. No such peak is present at
zero field or when an in-plane field is applied perpendicular to
current flow. (b) Temperature dependence of zero bias peak
at 80 mT. Thermal fluctuations cause the peak to broaden
and merge with background.
impinge upon the superconductor-semiconductor inter-
face [55]. Although originally proposed to describe diffu-
sive semiconductors, such trajectories can exist in ballis-
tic cavities due to multiple reflections off the boundary
opposite of the superconductor-semiconductor interface
[56]. In this respect, this phenomenon is similar to the de
Gennes-Saint-James resonances but is restricted to near
zero energy.
It has been pointed out that weak anti-localization in
superconductor-semiconductor devices could survive in
the presence of broken time-reversal symmetry, leading to
low energy anomalies that are nearly identical in appear-
ance to those attributed to Majorana fermions [29]. Such
low energy peaks can emerge even in topologically triv-
ial materials. The persistence of de Gennes-Saint-James
resonances and Fabry-Perot oscillations (Figs. 5a and
b) in our devices with magnetic field strongly suggests
that the analogous trajectories for weak anti-localization
can also remain phase-coherent. This is in contrast to
7the previous assumption in the nanowire experiments
that the large magnetic field would suppress weak anti-
localization [24–28]. We note that while Refs. [57] and
[58] explored non-topological origins of zero bias anoma-
lies in quantum dots coupled to superconducting leads,
here we extend the experimental analysis to the limit of
both ballistic transport and large coupling between the
semiconductor segment and the metallic lead.
While the resonances in Fig. 6a might represent pre-
cursors to the low energy Andreev bound states that are
predicted to form around the vortices of topological su-
perconductors [6], further work is required to confirm
the existence of Majorana bound states. Fortunately,
our results demonstrate that it is feasible to construct
Fabry-Perot interferometers on the surface of a topolog-
ical insulator [9–11]. By flowing current through chi-
ral edge channels around the superconducting lead, one
could conceivably probe the Z2 interference of paths that
enclose an even or odd number of vortices with Majorana
fermions. Such chiral edge channels will likely require in-
ducing magnetization domains with ferromagnetic leads,
which is beyond the subject of this present work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented transport measurements of the TI
Bi2Se3 in contact with both a superconducting lead and
a normal metal lead. At low temperature and zero mag-
netic field, we find evidence of both Andreev reflection
and the re-entrant resistance effect, confirming transpar-
ent contact between the TI and the superconductor. By
tuning the chemical potential with electrostatic gates, we
observe clear Fabry-Perot oscillations with peak-to-peak
amplitude ≈ 0.2 e2/h. For source-drain biases below the
energy gap of the superconducting lead, the Fabry-Perot
oscillations double in frequency, demonstrating the emer-
gence of de Gennes-Saint-James resonances. In relatively
large magnetic fields, a number of low-energy peaks are
observed, which mimic the previously reported signatures
of MBSs but strongly caution that they can also be ex-
plained in terms of weak anti-localization. Our findings
show an interplay between phase-coherent transport and
Andreev reflection. With a modified sample geometry,
one can pursue interferometric searches of MBSs in TIs
contacted with superconducting films. The robustness of
the Fabry-Perot oscillations despite multiple nanofabri-
cation steps suggests that Bi2Se3 is a promising platform
for more general studies of phase coherence in solid state
systems. Further study is needed to elucidate the role
that topological surface states play in the Fabry-Perot
oscillations.
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